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By means of a new combinatorial structure-parameter systems-we prove that the class of 
finite ordered graphs has the partition property with respect to each object. 
1. Introduction 
Let @ be a class of objects provided with binomial coefficients C(g) for all 
G, HEC. Intuitively Cc@ denotes the set of H-subobjects of G, but what we 
really require is that a g EC(;) and an h EC($) may be composed yielding 
g * h EC(L). As known for categories the composition should be associative. 
C has the partition property with respect to an object HEC iff for every positive 
integer S and object G EC there exists an object FE @ satisfying: 
(*I 
for every coloring A :C(E) + 6 there exists a monochromatic g E 
C(g), i.e. the induced coloring A, :C($ -+ 6 with A,(h) = A(g * h) is 
a constant mapping. 
As usual we shall abbreviate (*) by FL (G),H. 
This paper is concerned with partition properties of the class of finite ordered 
graphs. One of the first results in this direction appeared 1970 stating that the 
class of finite (ordered) graphs has the partition property with respect to vertices 
r51. 
It was shown then by several authors that finite graphs have the partition 
property with respect to edges too. The final result for (unordered) graphs is that 
they have the partition property with respect to each complete or empty graph [2] 
and that these are the only ones [9]. For convenience both [2] and [9] deal with 
ordered graphs. In order to show that graphs which are neither complete nor 
empty do not have the partition property the main idea was to impose two 
different kinds of orderings on such graphs, see [9]. This suggests looking for 
partition properties for ordered graphs. 
In this paper we shall prove that the class GRA of finite ordered graphs has the 
partition property with respect to each object. This theorem may be found in [lo] 
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as a special case of a much more general partition result for hypergraphs, but 
unfortunately there is a gap in the proof [l]. It is not quite clear whether this 
proof may be fixed or not, but even in the graphical case there seem to be some 
difficulties. This gave us the motivation to look for different methods in order to 
give a proof for the partition theorem for finite ordered graphs. 
Our main combinatorial tool is the notion of ‘parameter system which will be 
explained in chapter two. These parameter systems extend the well known 
‘parameter sets’ [6]. For our purposes it is suflicient to think of parameter systems 
as being edges in certain graphs. This will be made clear by the example of 
Section 2. We shall show that parameter systems have the partition property with 
respect to each object. It could be worth while to note that this theorem may be 
viewed as a partition theorem for choice functions, thus answering a problem 
raised by K. Leeb [8]. In chapter three we use these results in order to obtain 
partition theorems for finite ordered graphs. For technical convenience we work 
with certain infinite graphs, i.e. o-good graphs. The desired finite results then may 
be gathered from the infinite versions by using an appropriate compactness 
argument. We don’t know whether these methods may be extended in order to 
prove an analogous partition theorem for hypergraphs. At least the technical 
difficulties will grow enormously. Section 4 contains some remarks on locally finite 
graphs. 
2. Parameter systems 
In this section we shall explain our combinatorial tool. Part A contains an 
example of parameter systems. One might say that this example is the source from 
which parameter systems were born. The exact formulation of parameter systems 
involves the notion of parameter words. Basically these parameter words are a 
simplified version of the parameter sets of Graham and Rothschild [6]. Part B 
recalls the definition and main features of parameter words, for details the reader 
should consult [S] or [ll]. The general definition of parameter systems is given in 
Part C. Theorem 2.6 compiles the partition properties of parameter systems and it 
is in fact this theorem that will be needed in the sequel. 
A. Parameter-systems, an example 
Let B(n) be the following bipartite graph: 
V(B(n))={xi 1 iEn}U{zr lfE”2}, 
E@(n)) ={{xi, zf) I f(i) = 1). 
In Fig. 1 below B(3) is shown. Intuitively B(n) resembles the following situation: 
There is a set of n vertices-no two of which are joined by an edge. There are 2” 
different ways of adjoining a new vertex, namely for each set f~“2 the vertex zf is 
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Fig. 1. 
joined exactly to those 3 with f(i) = 1. Now suppose that the edges of B(n) are 
colored with 6 many colors. Does there exist a B(m)-subgraph with all its edges 
in one color? Yes, provided that ~1 is sufficiently large. To be precise: 
Theorem 2.1. For every pair (8, m) of positive integers there exists a positive integer 
n such that for every coloring of the edges in B(n) with 6 many colors there exists a 
B(m)-subgraph with all its edges in one color. 
As it will turn out later on Theorem 2.1 is a special case of a much more 
general partition theorem for parameter systems. Loosely speaking the edges of 
the bipartite graph B(n) may be viewed as being l-parameter subsystems of an 
n-parameter system, while every B(m)-subgraph essentially is an m-parameter 
subsystem of an n-parameter system. 
B. Parameter words 
Henceforth let A be a finite alphabet, where for technical reasons 
A n({*}U{Ai 1 i<m})=@. 
One kind of objects that we are dealing with are parameter words over the 
alphabet A. Intuitively these are words over the alphabet A which may contain 
free parameters AO, Al, . . . . Whenever they occur these parameters are intended 
as being substitutes for letters in A. The symbol ‘*’ always indicates the end of a 
word. For example (a, AO, b, AO, Al, *, *) is a 2-parameter word of length 5 in A’. 
The basic operation between parameter words is to insert a short word into a 
many-parameter word, i.e. to replace appropriately the parameters of the long 
word by symbols of the short one. Details are described in the following 
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definition: 
Definition 2.2. [A]*(E) denotes the set of mappings 
f:n+AU{h, 1 i<m}U{*} 
which satisfy 
Cl) f-‘CAi)#@ f or all i < m ; i.e. f contains precisely m different sorts of 
parameters, each sort may occur several times. 
(2) min f-l(&) <min f-‘(hi) for all i <j < m; this condition assures a canonical 
numbering of the parameters, condition (2) is for technical reasons only. 
(3) If f(i) =* for some i <n, then f(j) = * for all j> i; i.e. the symbol ‘*’ 
indicates the end of the parameter word f. 
If fE [A]*(i) and g E [A]*(:>, where k d m < n, the composite f * g E [A]*(;) is 
defined by 
g(i) if f(i) = Ai, 
(f * g)(i)= 
i 
* if cf. g)(j)=* for some j < i, 
f(i) else. 
The set [A]*(L) is called the set of m-parameter words of length at most n in A”. 
By [A](E) we denote the m-parameter words of length n in A”, i.e. [A](;,) = 
Cfe [Al*L3 1 f-‘04 = ld). Th ese classes of parameter words have nice partition 
properties, viz. 
Theorem 2.3. (1) [6]. For every finite alphabet A the class [A] has the partition 
property with respect to each k, more formally 
V6 Vm Vk 3n n%(m):. 
(2) [ll]. For every finite alphabet A the class [A]* has the partition property with 
respect to each k, i.e. for every triple (6, m, k) of nonnegative integers there exists n 
such that for every coloring A :[A]*(;) --, 6 there exists a monochromatic fE 
[AI”( 
C. Parameter systems 
Suppose fc [A](z) is an m-parameter word of length n over the alphabet A. 
We know that f contains m different sorts of parameters, but there is no 
information where these parameters occur. 
Parameter systems provide such information: there is an additional set CJ of m 
pointers, where the ith pointer points at some occurrence of hi. Thus parameter 
systems may be viewed as parameter words together with some choice function u. 
Notation 2.4. Let m, n be nonnegative integers. [n]” denotes the set of strictly 
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monotone embeddings u : m + n, be definition [n]” = ($3). Intuitively [n]” is the 
set of m-element subsets of n. 
Now we are in the position to state the general definition of parameter systems: 
Definition 2.5. Let A be a finite alphabet, again A n ({*} U{Ai 1 i < w}) = 9 for 
technical reasons. By w(k) we denote tk set of m-parameter systems of length n 
OEU the alphabet A, where 
For (~,flf)~@(,Z) and (7, g) E?P~(~), where k s m s n, the composite 
(cr, f) * (7, g) ES@(;) is defined by ((T *T, f * g). 
The main theorem for parameter systems now is: 
Theorem 2.6. For every finite alphabet A the class @ has the partition property 
with respect to each k, i.e. for every triple (8, m, k) of nonnegative integers there 
exists an n such that for every coloring A : W’(i) + 6 there exists a monochromatic 
(u,f)E9A(:). 
Now Theorem 2.1 may be proved as follows, and this is a typical application of 
the partition theorem for parameter systems: 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let A ={0} be a one-element set and let n be according 
to Theorem 2.6 with k = 1. 
Let A : B(n) + 6 be any edge coloring. This induces a coloring A’ : $Z@ (;) + 6 by 
A’(cr, f) = A({u, f}), where p results from f by replacing ho by 1, viz. f(i) = 0 if 
f(i)=0 and f(i)=1 if f(i)=A,. Let (a,g)~w(L) be a monochromatic m- 
parameter system. The desired B(m) subgraph of B(n) now is defined as follows: 
Consider the vertices (TO,. . . , a(m - 1) and z;, for h E [A](y) together with zO. 
It is easily verified that this yields a B(m) subgraph which is monochromatic w.r.t. 
the coloring A. q 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.6. We need a bit 
more notation: 
Definition 2.7. Let f E[A](T) and gE[A](;) be parameter words. By 
we denote the concatenation of f and g without any renumbering of the 
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parameters, i.e. 
(f@ g)(i) = 1 ‘d:‘- m) i ;: ;<y< 11 n. 
Definition 2.8. Let CJ’E [ml” and TE [n]’ be subsets. By (T@TE [m + nlk+’ we 
denote the disjoint union of m and 7, i.e. 
(a@T)(i) = 
for i < k, 
for kSi<k+l. 
Definition 2.9. A coloring A : @(kTl) + 6 is called In-good for m provided that 
A(u, f) = A(T, g) whenever f and g agree on (0, . . . , ~0) and (TO = 70 < m and 
f 1 {O,. . .1 UO}E [A]*(,:,). The coloring A is called In-good i f f  it is In-good for n. 
Lemma 2.10. Assume that for every finite alphabet A the class PA has the partition 
property with respect to k. Then for every triple (6, m, p) of nonnegative integers there 
exists an integer n which satisfies: for every coloring A : v(k:l) += u there exists 
(u, f) E@(,,:,) such that the induced coloring A(,f, is In-good for m. 
Proof of 2.18. Proceed by induction on m. The case m = 0 holds tautologically. 
By the induction hypothesis we may restrict our considerations to colorings 
A:P(“‘;::“)+i3 h’ h w  tc are already In-good for m. Let n be sufficiently large. 
Let A’ = A U {A,}. A induces the coloring A’ : gA+(;) + 6’, where S’ = 6’rA1Ck’:‘l)’ by 
where 
(1) (m) denotes the set cr E [m + 11’ with (TO = m, i.e. cr e {m}, 
(2) (A,) denotes the unique parameter word in [A](:), 
(3) g arises from g+ by replacing parameters Ai, i = 0, . . . , k - 1, by Ai+, and by 
replacing the constants A,, eventually occurring in g’ by the parameter AO. 
By the premise of Lemma 2.10 there exists a (7, g’)Ep**(,,,+nl+J which is 
monochromatic with respect to A’. Define (a; f) E S”(:~~:~~) as follows: Let u’ be 
the unique element in [m + l]“‘+l and let u” E [n]” be defined by u”(i) = 
~(rn + 1 + i), finally put u = u’@ u”. 
Let f=(A,,,..., A,,)@ g, where (A,, . . . , A,,,) is the unique element in [A](:EI:) 
and g arises from g’ by replacing the constant A,, eventually occurring in g by the 
variable A,,,. Obviously (u, f)EPA(:~:~lpl). We claim that the coloring 
A (c7.f) : @( “‘kf::“) + 6 is In-good for m + 1. So let (p,, h)E9A(mT2:p) with 
h 1 (0, . . . , ~0) E [A]*(‘n;::p ) and ~0 < m + 1. For ~0 < m the claim follows im- 
mediately since the coloring A is In-good for m. So suppose ~0 = m, hence 
h(m) = A,, by the definition of parameter system, i.e. the parameter A, in f will be 
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replaced by AO, in accordance with condition (3) above. Thus the claim follows 
immediately since (T, g’) is monochromatic with respect to A’. Cl 
Now we can prove Theorem 2.6. 
Proof of Theorem 2.6. Proceed by induction on k. The case k = 0 is essentially 
the Hales-Jewett Theorem [73, i.e. Theorem 2.3(l) with k = 0. In order to prove 
Theorem 2.6 for k + 1 we may restrict our considerations to colorings 
A : S*(,:,) --, 6 which are In-good, this is essentially what Lemma 2.10 states. So 
let A : 8* (k:l) + S be an In-good coloring, where II is sufficiently large. This 
induces a coloring A’: [A]*(k:l> --, 6 by A’(g) = A(cr, f) for any (a, fl E Y’(k:l) 
with f 1 (0,. . . , uO- 1) = g, let A’(g) = 0 if no such (a, f) exists. By Theorem 
2.3(2) there exists a g E[A]*(*“,) which is monochromatic with respect to A’. 
Replace eventually in g occurring stars ‘*’ by letters from the alphabet A in an 
arbitrary manner and call the resulting parameter word fi Recall that f E [A]($,,) 
and for all h E [A]*(~~,)\[A](k2+ml) it follows that fh = gh. Define u E [n]“’ by 
c+(i) = min f-l(A,,,+i). Then obviously 
(a, f(Ao, . . . , A,-,, AC,, . . . , L-d@“(;) s 
Since g is monochromatic with respect to A’ this is monochromatic with respect to 
A. q 
Using a well-known product argument (see e.g. [3]) one obtains an apparently 
stronger partition theorem, viz. 
Corob~ 2.11. LA (A,),,, and (A,),=,,...., be families of finite alphabets. Then 
the product class 
has the partition property with respect to each object (k,),,,,,. 
Remarks. (1) Actually this corollary is the combinatorial tool which will be 
needed in the next section. For our purposes it suffices to consider the special case 
where Ao=..*=Ap, ko=---=k,-l=O and k,=***=k,=l. 
(2) In the definition of [A](:,) as well as S*(G) we referred to y1 as being an 
ordered set of cardinality n. The reason why n should be ordered is only a 
technical one. We could of course introduce the notion [A]($), V(z) resp., where 
2 is an arbitrary set by imposing an artificial ordering on 2. In the next section we 
freely make use of this possibility and so we shall identify [A](E) with [A](:,) and 
S*(z) with Y’(i,) resp., where IZ( = z. 
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3. Graphs 
In this section we shall use the partition theorem for parameter systems in order 
to derive partition results for graphs. Our notion of graph is quite general in the 
sense that we allow multiple edges as well as loops of different kind of multi- 
plicities. 
Definition 3.1. Let a and 0 be positive integers. A graph of type ((Y, p) is a triple 
G = (V, cp, I/I) where 
(1) V is the set of vertices of G, 
(2) cp : V-, CY is a mapping which relates to each x E V the number q(x) of 
loops that it has, i.e. for every i <a the set q-‘(i) c_ V contains those vertices 
which possess exactly i loops, 
(3) cp : [VI’ + p is a mapping which relates to each two element set {x, y} of 
vertices the number of edges ${x, y} which join x and y. 
Let Gi = (vi, vi, $ili), i = 0, 1, be graphs of type (a, p). A one-to-one mapping 
f : V, + V, is an embedding of G, into G, iff 
(4) cpdx) = cplcfb)) for all x E V,, 
(5) IL& Y)= Wfb),f(~)~ for all ix, ylEWO12. 
If the set inclusion ‘s’ is an embedding, then G, is called (induced) subgraph of 
GI. 
If in addition the set of vertices V(G) of G bears some ordering, then the 
quadruple G = (V, cp, $, S) is called an ordered graph of type (Q, p). An ordered 
embedding is an embedding which is monotonous. By GRA(a, /3), ~(cx, p) 
resp. we denote the classes of all finite graphs, ordered graphs resp. of type (a, /3). 
By (z) we denote the set of all (ordered) subgraphs of G which are isomorphic to 
H. 
Remember that in this context graphs of type (1, 1) are simply sets and graphs 
of type (1,2) are ordinary graphs without loops and multiple edges. The main 
theorem that we are going to prove in this section says that for every pair ((Y, 0) of 
positive integers the class m(a, p) is a partition class: 
Theorem 3.2. Let 01, @ be positive integers. Then the class m(ar, /3) has the 
partition property with respect to each object, i.e. for every pair &Y&~(cY, p) 
and every positive integer 6 there exists K E m((~, 0) such that N- a. (A):. 
Instead of proving 3.2 directly we shall show that some countably infinite graph 
fi of type ((Y, p) satisfies d + (A )z for all A, rC E m(a, /3) and positive integers 
8. Theorem 3.2 then follows immediately by using an appropriate compactness 
argument. 
Definition 33. A countable graph 0 = (0, @, 9’) of type (Q, 0) is said to be 
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‘o-good’ iff for all finite X G w, for all mappings f: X + @ and all i <(Y the set 
WC i, fl = {Y E to 1 WY> = i and for all x EX: ?P{x, y}=f(x)} 
is nonempty. 
From the definition it follows immediately: 
Lemma 3.4. Let (Y, p be positive integers. 
(1) There exists an o-good graph of type (LY, p). 
(2) Any two o-good graphs of type (a, /3) are isomorphic. 
(3) Every countable graph of type (~1, p) is embeddable into the w-good graph of 
type (a, P). 
Notation. By @= (w, Sp,, Ikb, S) we denote the w-good graph of type (a, 0) 
where the set of vertices of fi;; is supplied with the natural ordering of the 
nonnegative integers. 
What we are going to prove now is 
Theorem 3.5. Let (Y, /3 be positive integers. For every %, JU E =((Y, 0) and every 
positive integer 6 the o-good graph fig satisfies fig+ (A)?. 
The proof of 3.5 is by induction on the cardinality 1x1 of the set of vertices of 
x. An important concept for our proof if the definition of ‘large’ sets of vertices in 
fi;, this concept has been used successfully in [4] in order to obtain partition 
theorems for locally finite graphs. 
Definition 3.6. Let fig be the w-good graph of type (CY, p) and let A G w  be a set 
of vertices of @. A is called ‘large’ iff for all families (Xi)i<w of pairwise disjoint 
finite subsets of o and for all families cf)i<“, fi :Xi + p, and (5i)i<“, ci <c-z there 
exists an i <w such that A tl G(X,, &, fi) is infinite, where G(X,, 6, fi) is defined as 
in 3.3. 
Lemma 3.7 [4]. Let (Y, p be positive integers. 
(1) Let A be a large set of vertices of J$ and let ,$<a. If @i’(E) nA is 
partitioned into finitely many classes then there exists a large set B s A such that 
@i’(t) n B is contained entirely in one of the classes. 
(2) If Ao, . . . , Ak-, are finitely many large sets and XE o is infinite, then for 
each n <w there exists a set YE [Xl” such that for all f: Y + f3 and ,$ < (Y it follows 
that Ai tl G( Y, 5, f) is large for all i < k. 
(3) If A is a large set in @ then there exists an ordered embedding of fig into the 
subgraph which is spanned by A. 
Deiinition 3.8. Let ZYE =(a, p), where p = (XI is the number of vertices of X 
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and let WV-+ be a family of positive integers. Let (Z,),,, be a family of 
pairwise disjoint subsets of o, (Z,l = z, for Y <CL and let (&((s,),,,) 1 s, : Z, + 0) 
be a family of pair-wise disjoint large subsets of o. The subgraph D((Z,),,,, 
d((S”)“<,) 1 S” : Z” --, 0) of .rz; which is spanned by these sets is called a 
WX (~,L,.J graph iff 
(1) for every (x,, . . . , x,-,),n,<, Z, the graph spanned by {x,, . . . , x,-i} is 
order isomorphic to X, 
(2) for every K < I.& x E Z, and y E &((s,),,,) follows: qe{x, y} = s,(x). 
Example. Intuitively D((Z,).,,, ~W,,,) 1 s, : Z + P) being a W% k>,,,) 
subgraph means (see Fig. 2): Each vertex h, of SK? is replaced by a set Z, of size 
2,. There exists a large set .vJ((s,),,, > of candidates for each possible extension of 
%! by adding a vertex. 
A((t,),<,) 
Fig. 2 
Notation. Let .XE ~(cx, p). Th en we denote by X’ the subgraph of X spanned 
by the fust )3X\ - 1 vertices of 32, i.e. X’ results from X by removing the last vertex 
of X. Here ‘first’ and also if needed ‘last’ is used with respect to the ordering of 
the set of vertices of X. 
Definition 3.9. Let 9 =D((Z,).,,, .@JUs,L,) 1 s, : Z --, PI be a a@‘& kL,,) 
subgraph of fig and XE m(a, p> a subgraph of D. Then % is called ‘X-nice’ iff 
(1) IV(X)flZ,ISl for VEX, 
(2) VW’) fll((s,),,,) = B for every family (s,),,,. 
Intuitively each X-nice subgraph X induces an embedding of X’ into 5%‘. The 
X-shadow sh,(X) indicates this embedding, i.e. let sh,(X) G p be the set of those 
v<p with YC’f3Z,#O. 
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Definition 3.10. Let 9 = D((Z,),,,, J&~L,,.J 1 s, : Z + PI be a 9(X, (z,L,,) 
graph and %E m(ol, p). A coloring A : @ --, S of the X-subgraphs of 9 is 
called ‘good for X’ iff the color of each YZ-subgraph JU which is X-nice depends 
only on sh,(&). This means: for every A, NE ($) with sh,(&) =sh,(#) the 
equality A (Ju) = A(X) follows. 
Now we are able to formulate the main lemma which is needed for the proof of 
Theorem 3.5: 
Lemma 3.11. For every p < w, R E m(a, 0) with (X( = p and for every coloring 
A: +s 
there exists a 9(X, (z,),,,) subgraph 9 of fig such that the coloring A restricted to 
(z) is good for X. 
Before proving this main lemma let us indicate how Theorem 3.5 may be 
achieved using Lemma 3.11. 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. Proceed by induction on the cardinality (XI of the set of 
vertices of .%. (x( = 1 follows immediately from Lemma 3.7(l) and 3.7(3). Let Yf 
be such that (.%I > 1. By the induction hypothesis we may assume that Theorem 
3.5 is valid for X’. Recall that Theorem 3.2 may be obtained from 3.5 by using a 
compactness argument. Therefore by Theorem 3.2 for every JU E m(ol, /3) and 
every 6 <o there exists an %!E m(a, p) with X + (&)F. 
Now let A : (3) + 6 be a coloring of the X subgraphs of d;. By Lemma 3.11 
there exists a 9(X, (l),,,) subgraph 
9 = m({x”H”<,7 ~(b”L<,) I S” :M 4 PI. 
Let %? be the X-subgraph of fig which is spanned by the vertices {x, 1 u < CL} and 
consider the coloring A’: c) 4 S which is induced by A’(Z) = A(N) for any 
X E (3 with x’ = 9. By assumption on X there exists an A-subgraph which is 
monochromatic with respect to A’. But then JU is monochromatic with respect to 
A too. •i 
Thus it remains to prove the main lemma: 
Proof of Lemma 3.11. Proceed by induction on CL, i.e. on the cardinality of the 
set of vertices of X. The case e = 0 holds tautologically. Let 98~ m((r, p) be a 
graph with p + 1 vertices and let (z~)~.++, be a family of positive integers. By the 
induction hypothesis on p we may restrict ourselves to a((%, (G),<~) graphs 
93 = m(x”L<,, ~((&L<,) I s, :x + P) 
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and to colorings A : G> + 6 which are already good for X’. By Lemma 3.7(2) one 
may find a 9(X, (Y,),<,+~) subgraph 
with 
(1) Y, = XV for v E CL, 
(2) &w,<,+l) G &(bJ”<&J 
It follows that the induced coloring Ay : G) + S has the following properties: all 
X-nice x-subgraphs for which x’ does not use the last coordinate-i.e. with 
sh,(x) E F-and which have the same x-shadow are colored the same. We only 
have to take care about those %-shadows S for which there exist x-nice 
x-subgraphs JU and JI’ with sh,(&) = sh,(X) but A,(&) # A,(JV). Let 2% be the 
set of such X-shadows. If &= $Ti we are obviously done, so we proceed by 
induction on )&I. Let SE&. Without restriction-but for technical 
convenience-we may assume that S = {K, K + 1, . . . , &L - 1, CL}, where ]rC’( = p - K. 
By Lemma 3.7(l) we may assume that all x-nice graphs JU, JVE (2) with identical 
%‘-subgraphs, i.e. JU’ = x’, and with their last vertex in the same large set 
~w”<,+J are colored the same. So we know that for each (y,, . . . , y,) E 
n:=, Y, the vertices {y,, . . . , y,} span a T-graph. Now let z E A~(((s,)~<~+,) such 
that {y,, . . . , y&, z} span a x-graph. 
Hence the color Ao({y,, . . . , yw, z}) does not depend on the particular z E 
s$((s”)“-GL+l ) but rather on the index family (s,),,,+,-and of course it depends 
on the tuple (y,, . . . , y,) E n:=, Y,. 
Define the mapping 8 :{K, . . . , /.L}+ p by O(V) = ?Pe{y,, z}. Mind that the 
particular values of 8 do not depend on the choice of {y,, . . . , y,, z} but only on 
the fact that it spans a x-graph. Now it is obvious how to use the coloring 
A, : G) + 6 in order to induce a coloring 
Viz. i ((f”L<m (G fY)Y=K.,...J = 4&-(O), . . . , u,(O), ~1, where z E ~((s,L,,+~) 
ands,=f,forv<K,s,=f;O(V)forY=K ,..., CL. By Corollary 2.11 there exists 
(w,<K, (a”, f”)“=K.....CL) E n [Pl( >) x l7 @( ?) 
“<K ” “=K Y 
which is monochromatic with respect to A. Finally we define a 9(X, (z,),,,,,) 
graph 
9 = mm”<,+,9 J4&“)“<,+1) I S” : Z” --, PI 
from KfvL,, (~~,,f~)~=~ .,,,, ,) as follows: ZV=minf;‘(hi)I iCz,}for V<K, Z,=a; 
for v = K, . . . , CL, .43W,,,+1) =-&2((f, * svLll+d for all families b,),,,+l of 
mappings s, : Z, 4 p, i.e. s, E [PI(>). 
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Claim 3.12. The induced coloring Aa : ($) 4 6 has the following properties: 
(1) all X-nice 3K-subgraphs for which X’ does not use the last coordinate-i.e. 
with sh,(X) 5 p-and which have the same X-shadow are colored the same. 
(2) all X-nice X-subgraphs with sh,(X) ={K, . . . , CL} are colored the same, i.e. 
I-w-4&l. 
Property (1) is clear since % has this property. Property (2) follows immediately 
from the construction of 9. 
Claim 3.12 completes the induction on J&l and hence Lemma 3.11 is 
proved. 0 
4. Concluding remarks 
A countable graph G = (V, E)-for simplicity we restrict us to graphs of type 
(1,2)-is locally finite iff for every vertex x E V the set {y E V 1 {x, y} E E} is finite, 
i.e. every vertex has only finitely many neighbours. 
It would be worthwhile to note that Lemma 3.11 may be generalized to locally 
finite graphs: 
Corollary 4.1. Let X be a wellordered locally finite graph, let X be an ordered finite 
graph and let 6 be a positive integer. Then for every sequence (z,),<, of positive 
integers and every coloring A : (,) & + 6 there exists a 9(Sf, (z,),,,) subgraph 9 of 
0: such that the coloring A restricted to (3 is good for X. 
Although this corollary may be generalized further by replacing fi: by an approp- 
riate locally finite graph 9 this does not yield a partition theorem for locally finite 
graphs. The reason is simply that locally finite graphs do not have the partition 
property with respect to vertices: 
Theorem 4.2. Let 9, be a countable infinite path with one vertex of degree 1. Then 
for every locally finite graph 9 there exists a coloring of the vertices of 9 with two 
colors such that there is no monochromatic copy of 9, in 9. 
Proof. With restriction assume that 9 = (V, E) is connected. Let z be an arbitrary 
vertex of 9 and let 
Vo={zl, Vi+I= 
1 
XEV(X$ lJ Vi and {x,y}~E for some ycVi . 
jcitl I 
Obviously U i <” Vi=V and Viny=@ for ifj. Let A(x)=0 iff XEV~, isO 
(mod 2) and let A(x) = 1 else. It is easily verified that there is no monochromatic 
s), in 9. Cl 
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Nevertheless there are some positive results concerning locally finite graphs, 
Viz. 
Theorem 43 [4]. Let X be a locally finite graph and S be a positive integer. Then 
for every coloring A of the edges in 0: (the w-good graph) with S many colors there 
exists a monochromatic copy of X in #. 
This suggests the following problem: 
Given a wellordered locally finite graph X, an ordered finite graph X and a 
positive integer 6, does there exist for every coloring A : ($1 + 6 a monochroma- 
tic copy of X in fi:? 
In spite of the fact that there exists a coloring of the edges in L!: with two colors 
such that there is no monochromatic copy of X(0, w) [4] we think that the 
problem has an affirmative answer. 
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